List of Teaching & Fellowship Opportunities for Pre- and Post-Doctoral Students in
Classical Studies (Philology and Archaeology) at UNC-CH – updated 10/12/2019
1) Dissertation Completion Fellowships for Philologists
DAAD Grants for Study and Research in Germany (UNC Internal)
DAAD Research Grants and Study Scholarships support graduate students wishing to
conduct research in Germany on cultural, political, historical, economic, and social aspects of
contemporary German affairs. The Graduate School nominates one DAAD applicant as a
priority candidate, giving him/her preferential status in the national selection process.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Dolores Zohrab Liebmann Fellowship (UNC Internal)
The Delores Zohrab Liebmann Fellowship provides support for graduate students with
financial need. It is a national competition for which The Graduate School can
nominate three students per year.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship (GTIS) (UNC Internal)
The Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship award helps to cover tuition, fees, and
health insurance costs for students who receive external fellowships to support their
dissertation research that do not include cost-of-education support.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship (UNC Internal)
The Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship provides either semester- or yearlong support for students conducting dissertation research away from the UNC campus.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Franklin Research Grants
This Franklin program of the American Philosophical Society is designed to help meet the
costs of travel to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm,
photocopies, or equivalent research materials; the cost associated with fieldwork or
laboratory research expenses.
Deadline(s): October 1, 2019/December 2, 2019
W.F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research Fellowships
Fellowships are open to students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory
through the Islamic periods, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history,
Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology, and religion.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women's Studies
This fellowship supports doctoral students conducting research about women that crosses
disciplinary, regional, or cultural boundaries.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
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AAUW American Fellowship
The American Association of University Women American Fellowship supports women
completing their dissertations and who are actively committed to helping women and
girls through service in their communities, professions, or fields of research.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
ARIT U.S.-Based Research Fellowship Programs
The American Research Institute in Turkey offers several fellowship programs in the fields
of the humanities and social sciences; the details vary by program.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
International Dissertation Research Fellowship
The Mellon IDRF offers nine to twelve months of support to graduate students enrolled in
PhD programs in humanities and humanistic social sciences at programs in the U.S., and who
are conducting their dissertation research on non-US topics.
Deadline: November 5, 2019
The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (TLL) Fellowship
The Society for Classical Studies offers a 1-year fellowship for an American scholar to
conduct lexicographical research and to contribute to the work of the TLL in Munich,
Germany.
Deadline: November 8, 2019
Harry Ransom Center Research Fellowship
The Harry Ransom Center Research Fellowship supports doctoral research in all
areas of the humanities that require substantial on-site use of the Center's collections.
Deadline: November 11. 2019
Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
The Newcombe Fellowship encourages the study of ethical or religious values in all fields of
the humanities and social sciences by helping PhD candidates to complete their dissertations.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
Rome Prize
This award by the American Academy in Rome is given in support of cross-disciplinary
work in the arts and the humanities.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
Teach@Tübingen - https://uni-tuebingen.de/en/53035
The aim of the Teach@Tübingen program is to give young international academics the
opportunity to become familiar with research and teaching at a German university, and to
expand the amount of courses given in foreign languages at the University of Tübingen; it
also offers chances to broaden research horizons and build professional ties.
Deadline: November 20/June 20
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P.E.O. Scholar Award
The P.E.O. Scholar Award supports women pursuing doctoral-level degrees.
Applicants must be nominated by the local P.E.O. chapter by November 20, 2019 and
applications must be submitted by January 4, 2020.
Deadline: November 20, 2019/January 4, 2020
Graduate Student Dissertation Award for Gender-Based Research (UNC Internal)
The Carolina Women's Center (CWC) is offering two awards to doctoral students for
their gender-based dissertation research. Doctoral students in all units of the
University are welcome to apply.
Deadline: November 30, 2019
Pre-Dissertation Travel Award from the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) (UNC
Internal) These awards help get Ph.D. candidates into the field to do individual preliminary
explorations of potential research materials/sites in preparation for writing a dissertation
proposal.
Deadline: February 28, 2020?
Lemmermann Foundation: 2-6 months in Rome, 750 euro per month. The Lemmermann
Foundation offers scholarships in the classical studies and humanities to master's and
doctoral students. Topic of research must be related to Rome and the Roman culture of any
period, from the Pre-Roman period to the present day time. Applicants must provide
evidence for their need to study and carry out research in Rome.
Deadline: March 31, 2020
Carolina Digital Humanities/Digital Innovation Lab Digital Dissertation Fellowships
(UNC Internal): These fellowships support graduate students wishing to include significant
digital components in their major research projects in the humanities and arts, and who wish
to strengthen their digital methods capacities while collaborating with others.
The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship, sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa, is used to support fulltime research for a period of a year; it alternates between the fields of Greek and French
studies. Candidates must be unmarried women between 25 and 35 years of age, and either
hold a doctorate or be ABD. See further the Phi Beta Kappa
website https://www.pbk.org/Sibley
2019-20 ACLS Fellowships and Grants Competitions
The American Council of Learned Societies encourages research in the humanities and the
humanistic social sciences. Its programs support scholarly research beginning at the graduate
student level and continuing through all stages of the academic career.
Deadline: application deadlines vary
American Research Center in Sofia Visiting Scholar Program
The Visiting Scholar Program is open to candidates (advanced graduate students,
faculty) whose research focuses on any aspect, from antiquity to the present, of Bulgaria and
the six other countries ARCS serves. Applicants are encouraged to apply as early as possible
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Fulbright Scholar Program
A program of the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by program.
Application deadlines vary
NEH Grants
The National Endowment for the Humanities has numerous grant programs available. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by grant.
Application deadlines vary
Berthe M. Marti Affiliated Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. This
fellowship is supported by an endowment held and administered by Bryn Mawr College. It
provides funding for an ABD doctoral student or recent PhD (awarded with previous three
years) to conduct research for an academic year in Rome. An award can usually be made
every two or three years, and it usually alternates between Bryn Mawr and UNC Chapel Hill
students. It thus typically becomes available for a UNC student every five or six years; the
Chair announces its availability and solicits applications in the preceding academic year.
Eligibility for this Fellowship is limited to those who work on a Latin topic, including
medieval Latin, palaeography, and textual criticism; those working in Greek, archaeology,
Byzantine Studies, and Renaissance Studies are explicitly excluded. It is an advantage, but
not a requirement, to have a project that would benefit from on-site research in Rome.
American School of Classical Studies in Athens (ASCSA). The ASCSA has a number of
fellowships to fund graduate students who are Regular Members of the school’s academicyear program. Transcripts, recommendations, and examinations in Greek Language, History,
and Archaeology or Literature are required.
For further information, see the ASCSA website www.ascsa.edu.gr
Mellon Fellowships for Dissertation Research in Original Sources provides funding for a
period ranging from nine to twelve months to do research based on original sources in
libraries, archives, museums, historical societies, and related depositories in the US and
abroad. For further information see https://www.clir.org/fellowships/mellon/
2) Post-doctoral Fellowships for Philologists
NEH Summer Stipends: Summer Stipends support continuous full-time work on a
humanities project for a period of two consecutive months. NEH funds may support
recipients’ compensation, travel, and other costs related to the proposed scholarly research.
Deadline: September 23, 2019
Franklin Research Grants
This Franklin program of the American Philosophical Society helps meet the costs of travel
to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm, photocopies, or
research materials; the cost associated with fieldwork or laboratory research expenses.
Deadline(s): October 1, 2019/December 2, 2019
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CAORC-ACOR Faculty Development Seminar, Jordan: Sustainability at the Margins
CAORC offers fully-funded overseas seminars that help faculty and administrators gain the
requisite first-hand experience needed to develop and improve international curricula. The
program is only open to faculty members and administrators at U.S. community colleges or
minority-serving institutions. The upcoming two-week capacity building seminar, CAORCACOR Faculty Development Seminar, will be held in Amman, Jordan in January 2020.
Deadline: October 4, 2019
National Humanities Center fellowship competition
The National Humanities Center will offer up to 40 residential fellowships for advanced
study in the humanities for the period September 2020 through May 2021. Applicants must
have a doctorate or equivalent scholarly credentials.
Deadline: October 10, 2019
W.F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research Fellowships
Fellowships are open to students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory
through the Islamic periods, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history,
Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology, and religion.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
NEH Fellowship program at the ASCSA
The National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship Program at the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens is open to postdoctoral scholars and professionals, in relevant
fields, who are U.S. citizens or foreign nationals having lived in the U.S. for the three years
preceding the application deadline.
Deadline: October 31, 2019
Mellon Fellowship of Scholars in the Humanities
The program awards up to four fellowships, for a two-year term, to recent PhD recipients in
the humanities. Fellows teach 2 courses per year in one of Stanford's 15 humanities
departments and will also be affiliated with the Stanford Humanities Center. Program
admissions focus on selected fields of scholarship in each application year (on a rotating
basis). For fellowships beginning Fall 2020, applications will be accepted from Art & Art
History, East Asian Languages & Cultures, English, and Theater & Performance Studies.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
ARIT U.S.-Based Research Fellowship Programs
The American Research Institute in Turkey offers several fellowship programs in the fields
of the humanities and social sciences, the details vary by program.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (TLL) Fellowship
The Society for Classical Studies offers a 1-year fellowship for an American scholar to
conduct lexicographical research and to contribute to the work of the TLL in Munich,
Germany.
Deadline: November 8, 2019
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Teach@Tübingen - https://uni-tuebingen.de/en/53035
The aim of the Teach@Tübingen program is to give young international academics the
opportunity to become familiar with research and teaching at a German university, and to
expand the amount of courses given in foreign languages at the University of Tübingen; it
also offers chances to broaden research horizons and build professional ties.
Deadline: November 20/June 20
Humboldt Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers
The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation promotes international cooperation in research.
The Humboldt Research Fellowship Program supports highly qualified post-doctoral scholars
of all nationalities and disciplines so that they may carry out long-term research projects in
Germany. There are no quotas with respect to country of origin or academic discipline.
Mellon/ACLS Public Fellows Competition for Recent PhDs
The ACLS Public Fellows program allows PhDs to gain career-building experience in fields
such as public policy, international aid, conservation, arts and culture, and digital media. The
program will place up to 22 recent PhDs from the humanities in two-year positions at
partnering organizations in government and the nonprofit sector. Fellows will participate in
the substantive work of these organizations and receive professional mentoring. Applicants
must possess US citizenship or permanent resident status and have a recent PhD in the
humanities or humanistic social sciences.

Berthe M. Marti Affiliated Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. This
fellowship is supported by an endowment held and administered by Bryn Mawr College. It
provides funding for an ABD doctoral student or recent PhD (awarded with previous three
years) to conduct research for an academic year in Rome. An award can usually be made
every two or three years, and it usually alternates between Bryn Mawr and UNC Chapel Hill
students. It thus typically becomes available for a UNC student every five or six years; the
Chair announces its availability and solicits applications in the preceding academic year.
Eligibility for this Fellowship is limited to those who work on a Latin topic, including
medieval Latin, palaeography, and textual criticism; those working in Greek, archaeology,
Byzantine Studies, and Renaissance Studies are explicitly excluded. It is an advantage, but
not a requirement, to have a project that would benefit from on-site research in Rome.

The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship, sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa, is used to support fulltime research for a period of a year; it alternates between the fields of Greek and French
studies. Candidates must be unmarried women between 25 and 35 years of age, and either
hold a doctorate or be ABD. See further the Phi Beta Kappa
website https://www.pbk.org/Sibley
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Leibniz-DAAD Fellowship Program
Launched in 2011, the Leibniz-DAAD Research Fellowship offers highly-qualified recent
foreign postdocs the opportunity to conduct research at institutes of the Leibniz Association
in Germany. Fellows can do their research at one of the Leibniz-Institutes which are covered
in the following (5) sections: Humanities & Educational Research; Economics, Social &
Spatial Sciences; Life Sciences; Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Engineering; and
Environmental Research. Grants for postdocs can be awarded for up to a maximum of 12
months.
American Research Center in Sofia Visiting Scholar Program
The Visiting Scholar Program is open to candidates (advanced graduate students, faculty
members, or independent researchers) whose research focuses on any aspect of the
Humanities and Social Sciences, from antiquity to the present day, of Bulgaria and the six
other countries ARCS serves.
Applicants are advised to apply as early as possible
Fulbright Scholar Program
A program of the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by program.
Application deadlines vary
NEH Grants
The National Endowment for the Humanities has numerous grant programs available. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by grant.
Application deadlines vary
2019-20 ACLS Fellowships and Grants Competitions
The American Council of Learned Societies encourages research in the humanities and the
humanistic social sciences. Its programs support scholarly research beginning at the graduate
student level and continuing through all stages of the academic career.
Application deadlines vary
3) Dissertation Completion Fellowships for Archaeologists
DAAD Grants for Study and Research in Germany (UNC Internal)
DAAD Research Grants and Study Scholarships support graduate and doctoral
students to conduct research in Germany on cultural, political, historical,
economic, and social aspects of modern German affairs. The Graduate School has the
opportunity to nominate a single DAAD applicant as a priority candidate, giving him/her
preferential status in the highly competitive national selection process.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Dolores Zohrab Liebmann Fellowship (UNC Internal)
This Fellowship provides support for graduate students with financial need. It is a national
competition for which The Graduate School can nominate three students per year.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
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Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship (GTIS) (UNC Internal)
The Graduate Tuition Incentive Scholarship award helps to cover tuition, fees, and
health insurance costs for graduate students who receive external fellowships in
support of their dissertation research that do not include cost-of-education support.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship (UNC Internal)
The Off-Campus Dissertation Research Fellowship provides either semester- or yearlong support for students conducting dissertation research away from campus.
Deadline: September 30, 2019
2020/2021 Residential Grants and Fellowships at the Getty Research Institute
Applications are being accepted for the Getty Scholar Grants and the Pre - and Postdoctoral
Fellowships.
Deadline: October 1, 2019
W.F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research Fellowships
Deadline(s): October 15, 2019
Fellowships are open to students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory
through the Islamic periods, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history,
Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology and religion.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women's Studies
The Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women's Studies supports doctoral
students conducting research about women that crosses disciplinary, regional, or
cultural boundaries.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
The NSF Research Fellowship supports outstanding graduate students in NSFsupported science, technology, engineering, and mathematics disciplines.
Deadline: October 21-25, 2019 (subject dependent)
AAUW American Fellowship
The American Association of University Women American Fellowship supports women
completing their dissertations and who are actively committed to helping women and
girls through service in their communities, professions, or fields of research.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Metropolitan Museum of Art Art History Fellowship
The Art History Fellowship is an opportunity for doctoral students to use the
Metropolitan Museum of Art for exchange, research, and professional advancement
through a series of tours, discussions, and workshops.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
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Smithsonian Institution Fellowship Program
Fellowships are available for graduate and predoctoral students wishing to conduct
research in-residence at the Smithsonian.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grant
The Dissertation Fieldwork Grant supports doctoral research in anthropology that
furthers understanding of humanity's cultural and biological origins, development,
and variation.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Institute for Aegean Prehistory: INSTAP supports research into the civilizations of the
Aegean and related areas from the Paleolithic to the beginning of writing in Greek,
traditionally set at the first Olympiad in 776 BC. A variety of grants are available.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Harriet and Leon Pomerance Fellowship
This fellowship helps to fund an individual project relating to Aegean Bronze Age
archaeology.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
John R. Coleman Traveling Fellowship
Given to honor the memory of John R. Coleman, this award supports travel and study in
Italy, the western Mediterranean, or North Africa.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Olivia James Traveling Fellowship
This fellowship is for travel and study in Greece, Cyprus, the Aegean Islands, Sicily,
southern Italy, Asia Minor, and Mesopotamia.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Archaeology of Portugal Fellowship
To support projects relating to the archaeology of Portugal, including, but not limited to
research projects, colloquia, symposia, publication, and travel for research or to academic
meetings to present papers on the archaeology of Portugal.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Site Preservation Grant
This Grant funds innovative projects working to preserve threatened archaeological sites.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
The AIA Publication Subvention Program
This program offers subventions from the AIA's von Bothmer Publication Fund in Support of
new book-length publications in Greek, Roman, and Etruscan archaeology and art history.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
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Conservation and Heritage Management Award
This award is given to an individual or institution, in acknowledgment of exceptional
achievement in any of the following areas: archaeological conservation, archaeological
conservation science, archaeological heritage management, or education/public awareness of
archaeological conservation.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Lewis and Clark Fund for Exploration and Field Research
The Lewis and Clark Fund encourages exploratory field studies for the collection of
specimens and data to provide the imaginative stimulus that accompanies direct observation.
The American Philosophical Society makes these grants available to doctoral students.
Deadline: November 1, 2019; letters of support due October 30, 2019
ARIT U.S.-Based Research Fellowship Programs
The American Research Institute in Turkey offers several fellowship programs in the fields
of the humanities and social sciences, the details vary by program.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
International Dissertation Research Fellowship
The Mellon IDRF offers nine to twelve months of support to graduate students enrolled in
PhD programs in humanities and humanistic social sciences at programs in the U.S., and who
are conducting their dissertation research on non-US topics.
Deadline: November 5, 2019
Harry Ransom Center Research Fellowship
The Harry Ransom Center Research Fellowship supports doctoral research in all
areas of the humanities that require substantial on-site use of the Center's collections.
Deadline: November 11, 2019
Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
The Newcombe Fellowship, awarded by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, encourages
study of ethical or religious values in all fields of the humanities and social sciences
by helping PhD candidates to complete their dissertations.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
Graduate Student Travel Award
These grants are to assist graduate students who are presenting papers at the AIA Annual
Meeting with their travel expenses.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
Rome Prize
This award by the American Academy in Rome supports cross-disciplinary work in the arts
and the humanities.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
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CASVA Predoctoral Dissertation Fellowships: The Center for Advanced Study in the
Visual Arts has an annual program of support for advanced graduate research in the history,
theory, and criticism of art, architecture, urbanism, and photographic media. Each of their
nine fellowships has specific requirements and intents. See website for details.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
P.E.O. Scholar Award
The P.E.O. Scholar Award supports women pursuing doctoral-level degrees.
Applicants must be nominated by the local P.E.O. chapter by November 20, 2019 and
applications must be submitted by January 4, 2020.
Deadline: November 20, 2019/January 4, 2020
Teach@Tübingen - https://uni-tuebingen.de/en/53035
The aim of the Teach@Tübingen program is to give young international academics the
opportunity to become familiar with research and teaching at a German university, and to
expand the amount of courses given in foreign languages at the University of Tübingen; it
also offers chances to broaden research horizons and build professional ties.
Deadline: November 20/June 20
Graduate Student Dissertation Award for Gender-Based Research (UNC Internal)
The Carolina Women's Center (CWC) is offering two awards to doctoral students for
their gender-based dissertation research. Doctoral students in all units of the
University are welcome to apply.
Deadline: November 30, 2019
American Research Center in Egypt: ARCE offers funded fellowships and a research
associate program for a wide range of scholars looking to conduct research in Egypt. See
website for opportunities and details.
Deadline: January 15, 2020
CAORC Fellowships: The Council of American Overseas Research Centers offers multiple
fellowships for overseas research.
Deadline: January 23?
Pre-Dissertation Travel Award from the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) (UNC
Internal) These awards help get Ph.D. candidates into the field to do individual preliminary
explorations of potential research materials/sites in preparation for writing a dissertation
proposal.
Deadline: February 28, 2020?
Jane C. Waldbaum Archaeological Field School Scholarship. The AIA offers this
scholarship intended to help students who are planning to participate in archaeological field
work for the first time.
Deadline: March 1, 2020
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Lemmermann Foundation: 2-6 months in Rome, 750 euro per month. The Lemmermann
Foundation offers scholarships in the classical studies and humanities to master's and
doctoral students. Topic of research must be related to Rome and the Roman culture of any
period, from the Pre-Roman period to the present day time. Applicants must provide
evidence for their need to study and carry out research in Rome.
Deadline: March 31, 2020
Elizabeth Bartman Museum Internship: The AIA offers this scholarship to assist graduate
students or those who have recently completed a master’s degree with the expenses
associated with participating in a museum internship either in the United States or abroad.
Deadline: April 1, 2020
Timothy P. Mooney Dissertation Fellowship (UNC Internal): Each academic year at least
one UNC-CH archaeology graduate student shall be chosen from a pool of applicants as the
recipient of the Timothy P. Mooney Fellowship. Fellowship recipients shall be awarded a
research stipend of $2,000
Deadline: April 15, 2020
Carolina Digital Humanities/Digital Innovation Lab Digital Dissertation Fellowships
(UNC Internal): These fellowships support graduate students wishing to include significant
digital components in their major research projects in the humanities and arts, and who wish
to strengthen their digital methods capacities while collaborating with others.
The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship, sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa, is used to support fulltime research for a period of a year; it alternates between the fields of Greek and French
studies. Candidates must be unmarried women between 25 and 35 years of age, and either
hold a doctorate or be ABD. See further https://www.pbk.org/Sibley.
Mellon Fellowships for Dissertation Research in Original Sources provides a stipend of
$2,000 per month for a period ranging from nine to twelve months to do research based on
original sources in libraries, archives, museums, historical societies, and related depositories
in the US and abroad. For further information see https://www.clir.org/fellowships/mellon/
2019-20 ACLS Fellowships and Grants Competitions
The American Council of Learned Societies encourages research in the humanities and the
humanistic social sciences. Its programs support scholarly research beginning at the graduate
student level and continuing through all stages of the academic career, including work of
independent scholars.
Application deadlines vary
American Research Center in Sofia Visiting Scholar Program
The Visiting Scholar Program is open to candidates (advanced graduate students, faculty
members) whose research focuses on any aspect of the Humanities and Social Sciences, from
antiquity to the present day, of Bulgaria and the six other countries ARCS serves.
Application deadlines vary
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Fulbright Scholar Program
A program of the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by program.
NEH Grants
The National Endowment for the Humanities has numerous grant programs available. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by grant.
National Preservation Institute Scholarships
Scholarships covering tuition fees for National Preservation Institute (NPI) seminars are
available for participants who show a justifiable need for the seminar and tuition assistance.
Deadline: Applications due 6 weeks prior to the seminar for which assistance is requested.
National NAGPRA Program Scholarships & Travel Grants (administered by NPI)
Scholarships covering tuition fees for NPI seminars may be available for participants from
museums and federally recognized tribes, Alaska Native villages, or Native Hawaiian
organizations. Travel grants may be available for participants attending the NAGPRA:
Preparing for and Writing Grant Proposals seminar.
Deadline: Applications due 6 weeks prior to the seminar for which assistance is requested.
Agnese N. Haury Graduate Fellowship in Archaeological Dendrochronology
The fellowship at the Univ. of Arizona, Tucson is for a Ph.D. candidate interested in using
dendro- chronological samples from archaeological contexts to address important questions
concerning archaeological dendrochronology and past human/environment interaction.
Deadline: contact Ronald H. Tower, Ph.D., rht@email.arizona.edu
American School of Classical Studies in Athens (ASCSA). The ASCSA has a number of
fellowships to fund graduate students who are Regular Members of the school’s academicyear program. Transcripts, recommendations, and examinations in Greek Language, History,
and Archaeology or Literature are required. For further information, see the ASCSA website:
www.ascsa.edu.gr
Harland Fund, for Summer Research and Travel Funding (UNC Internal)
American Schools of Oriental Research. ASOR offers fellowship and scholarship support
for excavations and for participation in the ASOR Annual Meeting. Through affiliated
overseas research centers (ACOR, AIAR, and CAARI), financial support is provided for
research in Cyprus, Jerusalem, and Jordan. See website for details and available fellowships.
4) Post-doctoral Fellowships for Archaeologists
NEH Summer Stipends: Summer Stipends support continuous full-time work on a
humanities project for a period of two consecutive months. NEH funds may support
recipients’ compensation, travel, and other costs related to the proposed scholarly research.
Deadline: September 23, 2019
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Franklin Research Grants
This Franklin program of the American Philosophical Society helps meet the costs of travel
to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm, photocopies, or
research materials; and the cost associated with fieldwork or laboratory research expenses.
Deadline(s): October 1, 2019/December 2, 2019
2020/2021 Residential Grants and Fellowships at the Getty Research Institute
Including Getty Scholar Grants and Pre - and Postdoctoral Fellowships.
Deadline: October 1, 2019
CAORC-ACOR Faculty Development Seminar, Jordan: Sustainability at the Margins
To support community colleges and minority-serving institutions, CAORC offers fullyfunded overseas seminars that help faculty and administrators gain the requisite first-hand
experience needed to develop and improve international curricula. The program is only open
to faculty members and administrators at U.S. community colleges or minority-serving
institutions. The upcoming two-week capacity building seminar, CAORC-ACOR Faculty
Development Seminar, will be held in Amman, Jordan in January 2020.
Deadline: October 4, 2019
W.F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research Fellowships
Fellowships are open to students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory
through the Islamic periods, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history,
Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology and religion.
Deadline: October 15, 2019
National Humanities Center fellowship competition
The National Humanities Center will offer up to 40 residential fellowships for advanced
study in the humanities for the period September 2020 through May 2021. Applicants must
have a doctorate or equivalent scholarly credentials.
Deadline: October 10, 2019
NEH Fellowship program at the ASCSA
The National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship Program at the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens is open to postdoctoral scholars and professionals, in relevant
fields, who are U.S. citizens or foreign nationals having lived in the U.S. for the three years
preceding the application deadline.
Deadline: October 31, 2019
Institute for Aegean Prehistory: INSTAP supports research into the civilizations of the
Aegean and related areas from the Paleolithic to the beginning of writing in Greek,
traditionally set at the first Olympiad in 776 BC. A variety of grants are available.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Harriet and Leon Pomerance Fellowship
This fellowship funds individual projects relating to Aegean Bronze Age archaeology.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
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Archaeology of Portugal Fellowship
To support projects relating to the archaeology of Portugal, including, but not limited to
research projects, colloquia, symposia, publication, and travel for research or to academic
meetings to present papers on the archaeology of Portugal.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Olivia James Traveling Fellowship xxx
This fellowship is for travel and study in Greece, Cyprus, the Aegean Islands, Sicily,
southern Italy, Asia Minor, and Mesopotamia.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
AIA/DAI Fellowship for Study in the U.S.
The AIA offers a post-doctoral research fellowships at either The Cotsen Institute of
Archaeology at UCLA, the Joukowsky Institute at Brown, or the Univ. of Cincinnati, for
archaeologists employed by the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (DAI), or project
collaborators who have temporary contracts with the DAI.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Julie Herzig Desnick Endowment Fund for Archaeological Field Surveys
The Herzig Desnick Fund provides grants specifically dedicated to exploratory
archaeological field surveys, particularly for early stage work.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Richard C. MacDonald Iliad Endowment for Archaeological Research
This grant is awarded to projects that support research in regions that supply context to the
study of Troy and generally help to illuminate the Trojan War and its impact on ancient
Mediterranean civilization.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Site Preservation Grant
This grant funds innovative projects that work to preserve threatened archaeological sites.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
The Ellen and Charles Steinmetz Endowment Fund for Archaeology
The Steinmetz Fund will support innovative uses of technology in archaeological research.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
The Kathleen and David Boochever Endowment Fund for Fieldwork and Scientific Analyses
The Boochever Fund will support field and laboratory research utilizing new technologies.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Samuel H. Kress Grants for Research and Publication in Classical Art and Architecture
These grants fund publication preparation, or research leading to publication, undertaken by
professional members of the AIA.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
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The AIA Publication Subvention Program
This program offers subventions from the AIA's von Bothmer Publication Fund in Support of
new book-length publications in Greek, Roman, and Etruscan archaeology and art history.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Conservation and Heritage Management Award
This award is given to an individual or institution, in acknowledgment of exceptional
achievement in any of the following areas: archaeological conservation, archaeological
conservation science, archaeological heritage management, or education/public awareness of
archaeological conservation.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Mellon Fellowship of Scholars in the Humanities
The program awards up to four fellowships, for a two-year term, to recent PhD recipients in
the humanities .Fellows teach two courses per year in one of Stanford's fifteen humanities
departments and will also be affiliated with the Stanford Humanities Center. Program
admissions focus on selected fields of scholarship in each application year (on a rotating
basis). For fellowships beginning Fall 2020, applications will be accepted from Art & Art
History, East Asian Languages & Cultures, English, and Theater & Performance Studies.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
ARIT U.S.-Based Research Fellowship Programs
The American Research Institute in Turkey offers several fellowship programs in the fields
of the humanities and social sciences, the details vary by program.
Deadline: November 1, 2019
Rome Prize
This award by the American Academy in Rome supports cross-disciplinary work in the arts
and the humanities.
Deadline: November 15, 2019
Teach@Tübingen - https://uni-tuebingen.de/en/53035
The aim of the Teach@Tübingen program is to give young international academics the
opportunity to become familiar with research and teaching at a German university, and to
expand the amount of courses given in foreign languages at the University of Tübingen; it
also offers chances to broaden research horizons and build professional ties.
Deadline: November 20/June 20
DAI/AIA Fellowship for Study in Berlin
The AIA and the German Archaeological Institute (Deutsches Archeologisches Institut) offer
reciprocal study fellowships. The program supports scholarship on various aspects of
archaeology and promotes contact between North American and German archaeologists.
Deadline: November 30, 2019
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American Research Center in Egypt: ARCE offers funded fellowships and a research
associate program for a wide range of scholars looking to conduct research in Egypt. See
website for opportunities and details.
Deadline: January 15, 2020
CAORC Fellowships: The Council of American Overseas Research Centers offers multiple
fellowships for overseas research.
Deadline: January 23?
2019-20 ACLS Fellowships and Grants Competitions
The American Council of Learned Societies encourages research in the humanities and the
humanistic social sciences. Its programs support scholarly research beginning at the graduate
student level and continuing through all stages of the academic career, including work of
independent scholars.
Application deadlines vary
American Research Center in Sofia Visiting Scholar Program
The Visiting Scholar Program is open to candidates (advanced graduate students, faculty
members, or independent researchers) whose research focuses on any aspect of the
Humanities and Social Sciences, from antiquity to the present day, of Bulgaria and the six
other countries ARCS serves.
Application deadlines vary
Fulbright Scholar Program
A program of the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by program.
NEH Grants
The National Endowment for the Humanities has numerous grant programs available. The
eligibility requirements and applications deadlines vary by grant.
National Preservation Institute Scholarships
Scholarships covering tuition fees for National Preservation Institute (NPI) seminars are
available for participants who show a justifiable need for the seminar and tuition assistance.
Applications due 6 weeks prior to the seminar for which assistance is requested.
National NAGPRA Program Scholarships & Travel Grants (administered by NPI)
Scholarships covering tuition fees for NPI seminars may be available for participants from
museums and federally recognized tribes, Alaska Native villages, or Native Hawaiian
organizations. Travel grants may be available for participants attending the NAGPRA:
Preparing for and Writing Grant Proposals seminar.
Applications due 6 weeks prior to the seminar for which assistance is requested.
Humboldt Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers
The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation was established by Germany in order to promote
international cooperation in research. The Humboldt Research Fellowship Program supports
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highly qualified post-doctoral scholars of all nationalities and disciplines so that they may
carry out long-term research projects in Germany. There are no quotas with respect to
country of origin or academic discipline.
Mellon/ACLS Public Fellows Competition for Recent PhDs
The ACLS Public Fellows program allows PhDs to gain valuable, career-building experience
in fields such as public policy, international aid, conservation, arts and culture, and digital
media. The program will place up to 22 recent PhDs from the humanities and humanistic
social sciences in two-year positions at partnering organizations in government and the
nonprofit sector. Fellows will participate in the substantive work of these organizations and
receive professional mentoring. Applicants must possess US citizenship or permanent
resident status and have a recent PhD in the humanities or humanistic social sciences.
The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship, sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa, is used to support fulltime research for a period of a year; it alternates between the fields of Greek and French
studies. Candidates must be unmarried women between 25 and 35 years of age, and either
hold a doctorate or be ABD. See further the Phi Beta Kappa
website https://www.pbk.org/Sibley
Leibniz-DAAD Fellowship Program
The Leibniz-DAAD Research Fellowship offers highly-qualified recent foreign postdocs the
opportunity to conduct special research at institutes of the Leibniz Association in Germany.
Fellows can do their research at one of the Leibniz-Institutes which are covered in the
following (5) sections: Humanities and Educational Research; Economics, Social and Spatial
Sciences; Life Sciences; Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Engineering; and Environmental
Research. Grants for postdocs can be awarded for up to a maximum of 12 months.
American Schools of Oriental Research. ASOR offers fellowship and scholarship support
for excavations and for participation in the ASOR Annual Meeting. Through affiliated
overseas research centers (ACOR, AIAR, and CAARI), financial support is provided for
research in Cyprus, Jerusalem, and Jordan. See website for details and available fellowships.
5) Additional Teaching Opportunities
UNC-CH English 105 –a prerequisite is ENGL 706 – “Rhetorical Theory and Practice.”
Passing this course is required in order to teach ENGL 105. The Writing Program will
circulate an email with a link to apply for teaching positions. You can then submit your
application, although there is no guarantee that sections will be available. See
https://englishcomplit.unc.edu/writing-program/first-year/
Duke University’s “Writing in the Disciplines” - See https://twp.duke.edu/faculty/wid.
Teach@Tübingen – See listings above. UNC Classics is a strategic partner of the Classics
Department at the University of Tübingen, and the faculty there are eager to see applications
from our graduate students (ABD) or Ph.D.s.
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